Transcribing voice communications in NASA's launch control center is important for information utilization. However, automatic speech recognition in this environment is particularly challenging due to the lack of training data, unfamiliar words in acronyms, multiple different speakers and accents, and conversational characteristics of speaking. We used bidirectional deep recurrent neural networks to train and test speech recognition performance. We showed that data augmentation and custom language models can improve speech recognition accuracy. Transcribing communications from the launch control center will help the machine analyze information and accelerate knowledge generation.
INTRODUCTION
NASA's launch control center at the Kennedy Space Center has played an essential role in NASA's human space flight program for nearly 50 years. All data collected from the hanger, assembly facility, and launch pad is sent to the launch control center. Because of the nature of sending humans to space, engineers working at the launch control center must make sure everything is working perfectly before launch. In addition to a complete knowledge of the system, engineers need the commitment and conviction of astronaut safety. Decision making by each engineer is important for a successful launch. Supporting technologies for engineers in this kind of high-risk situation will be useful. We believe that automatic speech recognition is one of the supporting technologies that can be used to accurately analyze the situation for engineers.
NASA also believes the importance of communication accuracy. The launch control room was renovated in 2013 to reduce noise and improve communication accuracy. Sound-absorbing ceiling tiles, acoustic wall covering, and new carpet were installed 1 . Automatic speech recognition is an effective way to increase communication accuracy and reduce the possibility of errors 2, 3 .
Automatic speech recognition has three main applications, including input/output devices, communication aids, and information retrieval. The performance of automatic speech recognition has been greatly improved by using deep neural networks mainly for input / output devices 3 . Industry leaders such as Amazon, Apple, Baidu, Google, Microsoft, and IBM are evolving to help the public easily use their products through automatic speech recognition. Conversational interfaces based on Amazon's Alexa and Google's Home have been enhanced to naturally acquire information, access web services, and issue commands 4 . A recent study showed that deep learning based automatic speech recognition achieved human level performance in conversational speech recognition 5 . However, the accuracy of speech recognition in special purpose communication in noisy environments is not optimal 6 . The language that engineers use in the launch control center is a unique language for shuttle processing. They use many special terms and abbreviations that are difficult to decipher without prior knowledge of communication. In such an environment, speech recognition is important in terms of reducing the risk of misunderstanding, disseminating knowledge, and improving the launch protocol. Therefore, general-purpose speech recognition may not work. To improve the accuracy of automatic speech recognition in the verbal communication of professionals, we need to consider a customized language model that can describe the relationship between words and abbreviations in sentences 7 . The log was introduced to handle very small values of the probability, ( ( )| , (1), … , ( − 1)), especially when the decoding sentence is long.
SPEECH RECOGNITION RESULTS IN NASA LAUNCH CONTROL CENTER DATA
We compared the word error rate (%) between Kaldi 21 , CMUSphinx 22 , IBM Watson Speech to Text, Google Speech API, RNN, and RNN with data augmentation and custom language models. Kaldi and CMUSphinx based on the hidden Markov models achieved word error rates of 53% and 39%, respectively. Commercial applications IBM Watson Speech to Text and Google Speech API (web-based solutions) achieved 45% and 31%, respectively. RNN alone had a word error rate of 48%. The combination of RNN and data augmentation achieved a word error rate of 26%. When combined RNN, data augmentation, and custom language model, the word error rate was the lowest at 18% (Figure 3 ). 
HUMAN REVISION INTERFACE
We built a human revision interface to continually improve accuracy. NASA's Launch Control Center speech recording server transmits the speech stream to the client through the Session Description Protocol (SDP), a format that describes the streaming media communication parameters. We simultaneously analyze speech and speaker recognition through client-side analysis and then save the results in comma-separated values (CSV) data format. If necessary, we can access and modify the CSV dataset. After one modifies the dataset, the CSV data file is updated and the data is then sent to the server. The CSV data file is also used to improve the language model (Figure 4) . 
CONCLUSION
Data augmentation and customized language models helped improve speech recognition accuracy in challenging environments (e.g., limited training data size, highly specialized communication style, and word choice in the NASA launch control center). Using more data in the future with the human revision interface will improve the accuracy of speech recognition. By transcribing human verbal communication, machines will be able to analyze information and increase knowledge utilization.
